Investigation into New Ground Based Communications Service Offerings in Response to SmallSat Trends
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ABSTRACT

The number of NASA sponsored Small Satellite (SmallSat) missions is expected to continue to grow rapidly in the next decade and beyond. There is a growing trend towards more ambitious SmallSat missions, including formation flying (Constellation, Cluster, Trailing) SmallSats and SmallSats destined for lunar orbit and beyond. This paper will present an overview of new service offerings the NASA Near Earth Network (NEN) is currently investigating and demonstrating. It will describe the benefits that new service offerings such as Multiple Spacecraft Per Aperture (MSPA), Ground-based Phased Array (GBPA) antennas, Ground Based Electronically Steered Array (GBESA), and Ground-based Antenna Arraying (GBAA) could provide to individual or formation flying SmallSats anywhere from low-earth orbit to the Sun-Earth Lagrange point orbits. It will also present potential implementation options for future demonstrations at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) Wallops Flight Facility (WFF) as well as goals and objectives of such demonstrations.
**INTRODUCTION**

The NASA Space Communication and Navigation (SCaN) Program Office manages three networks for telemetry, tracking, command, and launch and early orbit support for NASA missions. The Deep Space Network (DSN) supports exploration missions to furthest points of the solar system. The Space Network (SN) consists of a constellation of geosynchronous (Earth orbiting) satellites named the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS).

NEN assets include NEN-owned and commercial tracking stations, located throughout the world. The NEN-owned facilities are located at Wallops Island in Virginia; McMurdo Ground Station in Antarctica; White Sands in New Mexico; Kennedy Uplink Station and Ponce De Leon in Florida; and Alaska Satellite Facility in Fairbanks, Alaska. Currently, the NEN provides support from 16 locations around the globe from over 35 different apertures. See Figure 1.

The NEN currently supports about 40 NASA missions across all NASA Directorates. Although most of NEN’s current missions are medium and large satellite, some are small satellite, such as the Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS) series of five small satellites. Launched in 2007, each spacecraft weighs 282 lbs. (128 kg), about the equivalent of 94U CubeSats (3 lbs. per U). The NEN is currently well positioned to service emerging Small Satellite (SmallSat) and CubeSat missions. The NEN continues to investigate additional capabilities that will make the NEN even more applicable to the SmallSat community.

With more and more SmallSats and CubeSats being launched by NASA and others, there is an increasing need to better manage and allocate ground station time within the NEN. High traffic areas require more antennas driven by a need to have one antenna per satellite in view by the ground station site. For example, the NEN currently has 10 antennas by the north pole to provide simultaneous coverage to polar orbiting spacecraft. A low-cost solution for supporting multiple targets per antenna would be an ideal alternative to the addition of ground antennas.

---

**Figure 1** The NEN provides communication services for various low-Earth orbits (LEO), geosynchronous orbits (GEO), highly elliptical orbits (HEO), LaGrange orbits, lunar and suborbital, and launch trajectories.
The NEN antennas are typically 11-meter diameter and receive at X-band and S-band. The NEN also has an 18-meter antenna at White Sands for Ka-band and S-band and is in the process of adding additional Ka-band assets. While an 11-meter diameter provides adequate gain for spacecraft in low earth orbits, larger diameter antennas are needed for spacecraft at lunar and L1/L2 distances. On May 5, 2018 NASA launched the first interplanetary CubeSats Mars Cube One (MarCO); MarCO-A and MarCO-B. These twin nano-satellites are based on a 6U design. MarCO will be followed by 13 6U CubeSats to be launched on the forthcoming initial flight of the Space Launch System (SLS-1) in early 2020 as part of Exploration Mission 1 (EM-1). Assuming these missions are successful, it could open the door to an increase of future CubeSats in cis-lunar space and beyond. Applying antenna arraying technology (i.e. combining antennas) provides the performance of a much larger, more expensive antenna. This technology could support the performance required for interplanetary nano-satellites, for which increased ground performance would allow for more power efficient, less cumbersome in-flight communications systems allowing more space for useful science instruments.

Use of NEN-compatible radios by SmallSats will allow SmallSats to utilize the NEN as it exists today as well as the new service offerings the NEN plans to implement in the future. One example of a NEN-compatible radio is the Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS) Ettus Research USRP B200mini radio. The USRP B200mini S-band radio will provide SmallSat projects a cost effective alternative radio option for missions at lunar, L1/L2, and Mars distances. The USRP B200mini radio will be used for communications by several upcoming NASA CubeSat missions. The USRP B200mini will fly on TechEdSat-8, which will operate in a low earth orbit (LEO), see Figure 2. TechEdSat-8 is currently targeted for launch in December 2018. The USRP B200mini will also fly on the Team Miles CubeSat, a secondary payload on EM-1 that is destined for an orbit close to Mars. The Team Miles CubeSat is targeted for a launch in December 2019, and the prior use of the USRP B200mini radio by TechEdSat-8 will result in a major risk reduction for the Team Miles CubeSat by first demonstrating the radio in LEO. As for the Team Miles CubeSat, for missions using NEN-compatible radios, the NEN could provide support in LEO for testing as a precursor to more distant support. Additionally, SmallSat downlinked data volume could be vastly increased simply by using the NEN’s global network. NEN can also provide a backup to the DSN for SmallSats operating in cis-lunar space.

Figure 2  TechEdSat-8 is a linear-6U flight demonstration platform (modulated Exo-Brake drag device shown) for advancing telemetry experiments.

This paper discusses various potential new service offerings including multiple spacecraft per aperture (MSPA), Ground-based Phased Array (GBPA), Ground Based Electronically Steered Array (GBESA), Ground-based Antenna Arraying (GBAA) as well as future demonstration of these technologies.

OVERVIEW OF NEW SERVICE OFFERINGS BEING INVESTIGATED

The NEN has begun to investigate candidate options for enhancing its service offering related to capacity and performance. As mentioned in the Introduction, solutions that could increase the number of customers the NEN can support while minimizing the number of apertures required would potentially provide cost savings for the NEN and its customers while increasing the available antenna time for NEN customers. Likewise, advances in capabilities to increase NEN’s performance without the need for additional large, and often more expensive, apertures could put the NEN in a better position to support satellites in lunar orbit and beyond. This added NEN capability would provide projects planning missions in the lunar and Lagrangian orbit regimes that will use NEN-compatible radios an alternative network to consider for prime or contingency support.

Simultaneous Support to Multiple Spacecraft

The number of NASA SmallSat/CubeSat missions is expected to grow rapidly in the next decade and beyond. The significant increase in missions requiring support could become a resource allocation challenge for the NEN. The NEN is investigating different techniques that would potentially enable the NEN to reduce network loading and provide cost savings to upcoming customers, especially, SmallSat constellations and SmallSats flying in formation. Different techniques being explored include MSPA, GBPA, and GBESA.
MSPA has been demonstrated by the DSN successfully and the NEN is working on a future demonstration. The Ground-based Phased Array section describes a demonstration conducted at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) Wallops Flight Facility (WFF) in 2004. NASA and ATLAS Space Operations are collaborating to test and develop GBESA technology, a demonstration was completed at NASA GSFC WFF in April 2018. The ATLAS LINKS, a GBESA, can accept data from multiple spacecraft simultaneously, which could boost communications for SmallSats.

**Antenna Arraying for Increased Performance**

GBAA can have multiple benefits. Scientists aiming to return higher resolution data or increase the number of instruments on-board a spacecraft require higher data rates, and this drive goes hand in hand with the enabling technologies. A ground station having multiple smaller apertures has scheduling and cost benefits, while keeping beamwidths wide - a benefit to communications. Now, with technology that combines multiple ground station antennas, arraying can achieve the data rates and performance of a much larger antenna with the equivalent size of their combined areas. The improvement in the G/T of the antenna arraying is a function of the number of elements added. Assuming identical elements, the incremental improvement in array G/T ranges from 3 dB with two elements, to 12 dB with 16 elements.\(^4\) Using multiple antennas arrayed together also increases reliability in case of loss of signal with one of the antennas.

**MULTIPLE SPACECRAFT PER APERTURE**

MSPA is a technique that has been used for over a decade to increase the efficient utilization of ground network assets while decreasing the antenna cost allocated to missions. The key requirements for MSPA are:

1. All spacecraft must be within the beamwidth of the requested station
2. All spacecraft must operate on different uplink and downlink frequencies and have polarizations consistent with the station antenna
3. Commands can only be sent via uplink to a single spacecraft at a time
4. High quality tracking data can only be obtained from spacecraft operating in the coherent mode.

Given these requirements, the types of SmallSats that could benefit from MSPA include super tight trains or clusters within low earth orbit to constellation and formation flying SmallSats in more distant orbits. The “MSPA Antenna Beam Width Study” subsection provides the results of a NEN analysis looking at candidate orbits and mission types.

Figure 3 and Figure 4 illustrate the traditional MSPA and Opportunistic MSPA concepts.
for subsequent demodulation, decoding, and frame processing.

Today, NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) has performed proof-of-concept demonstrations of both traditional MSPA and OMSPA.\(^5\) In the OMSPA demonstration, Mars Odyssey was considered the SmallSat and Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter was considered the host spacecraft. With the success of the proof-of-concept demonstration, JPL DSN is considering implementing OMSPA as an alternative downlink service in the future.

**MSPA Antenna Beam Width Study**

A study was performed to investigate the possibility and suitability of NEN MSPA support using NEN station antenna beamwidth as a measure.

The study modeled NEN ground station antenna beamwidths at S, X and Ka bands for LEO, MEO, GEO and Lunar orbits. The results are shown in the tables below. The range in values in beamwidth calculations in Table 1 are based on spacecraft altitudes between 160 km (lower beamwidth) and 2,000 km (higher beamwidth). Beamwidth calculations in Table 2 assume a spacecraft altitude of 20,350 km. Beamwidth calculations in Table 3 assume a spacecraft altitude of 35,786 km. Beamwidth calculations in Table 4 are based on a lunar distance of 384,400 km, and percent lunar coverage is based on the dividing the beamwidth by the lunar diameter (i.e., 3,474 km).

There are large differences in beamwidths at different altitudes and elevations from the horizon. Dish diameters and frequencies were selected to best represent what is utilized by the NEN: 6.1-m, 11.3-m, 13-m, and 18-m antennas considered; S-band (2,290 MHz) and X-band (8,500 MHz), Ka-band (27,000 MHz). Tracking was assumed to be acquired at 4 degrees above the horizon. Overhead and Horizon beamwidths were examined due to their being the extreme cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>LEO Beamwidth Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.1m</td>
<td>11.3m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On Horizon</td>
<td>Direct Over-flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-band Beam-width</td>
<td>30.0 km to 141.8 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-band Beam-width</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>MEO Beamwidth Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.1m</td>
<td>11.3m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On Horizon</td>
<td>Direct Over-flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-band Beam-width</td>
<td>732.2 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-band Beam-width</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>GEO Beamwidth Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.1m</td>
<td>11.3m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On Horizon</td>
<td>Direct Over-flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-band Beam-width</td>
<td>1,168.9 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-band Beam-width</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 4  Lunar Beamwidth Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>6.1m</th>
<th></th>
<th>11.3m</th>
<th></th>
<th>13m</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S-band Beam-width</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5,112.0 km</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-band Beam-width</td>
<td>1,354.6 km</td>
<td>39.0%</td>
<td>1,274.7 km</td>
<td>36.7%</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ka-band Beam-width</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>285.1 km</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the antenna beamwidth analysis as shown in these Tables, given the basic MSPA support requirement that all spacecraft must be within the beamwidth of the requested station, the types of NASA missions suitable for NEN MSPA support are discussed in Table 5.

### Table 5  Types of Mission Suitable for NEN MSPA Support

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orbit</th>
<th>Suitable Mission Types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEO</td>
<td>Immediately post-deployment. Super tight trains or clusters, very small fractionated groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEO</td>
<td>Conjunctions for small periods of time give more options (Possibly between separate missions with similar orbits). All formations feasible on small scale, except a constellation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEO</td>
<td>Support multiple geosynchronous spacecraft at once. Conjunctions slow or permanent, creating long windows of opportunity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunar</td>
<td>Entire Moon and Low Lunar Orbit fits in the beam width at S band (All formations, including full constellations, are feasible. Can fit any number of craft, frequency allocation permitting). X band needs to be targeted more specifically.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Demonstration of MSPA at Wallops Station

A proof-of-concept demonstration is being planned at NASA GSFC WFF station to show feasibility of the MSPA technique to support multiple spacecraft simultaneously with an existing antenna. Phase I will focus on traditional MSPA and Opportunistic MSPA (OMSPA) downlink telemetry and Phase II will include OMSPA uplink command and tracking services. The demonstration is an important milestone toward an operational MSPA system at NEN stations.

Analysis will be performed to explore NASA on-orbit spacecraft in LEO and/or Lunar orbit for suitability to support the MSPA demonstration. The goal is to select an opportunistic mission, such as a constellation mission containing multiple spacecraft with the spacecraft’s trajectory being within the beamwidth of a “host” spacecraft’s ground station antenna.

During Phase I, the demonstration will be performed using downlinks from at least two on-orbit spacecraft. One will be considered the host and the other(s) will be considered secondary spacecraft. Analysis will be performed to accurately identify the intervals of time when opportunities for MSPA exist.

For traditional MSPA, assuming only two spacecraft within the same beamwidth of the antenna at a time, two applicable receivers will be assigned to the antenna. As the uplink equipment can support only one signal at a time, the command uplink and ranging will be shared between the two spacecraft via time multiplexing. The downlinks for telemetry and ranging will be simultaneously supported with two receivers.

For OMSPA, the spacecraft that will be within the same beamwidth of the antenna can opportunistically transmit open loop. The signals will be captured on a wide band recorder. The recorded data will be played back to a secure server at Wallops. The appropriate
time and frequency portion of the recorded data is retrieved later for further processing with a software tool that accomplishes demodulation, decoding, and frame processing. The NEN does not currently have the software tool necessary to complete this function. JPL has developed the necessary tool and has committed to supporting the recorded data processing via a secure Internet site. Today, the JPL software tool is still in experimental mode and will be downloadable to a NEN site when it becomes operationally ready.

The objectives of the demonstration are:

1. Investigate MSPA approach: traditional MSPA vs OMSPA.

2. Perform proof-of-concept demonstration to show that traditional MSPA and OMSPA are operationally viable techniques for NEN to support multiple spacecraft simultaneously per station antenna.

3. Investigate NEN MSPA support requirements.

4. Perform coverage and link analysis to explore NASA on-orbit spacecraft in LEO and/or Lunar orbit for suitability to support the MSPA demonstration; identify potential missions for NEN MSPA demonstration.

5. Based on STK tool analysis, accurately determine the intervals of time when the missions’ spacecraft can do downlink telemetry data simultaneously to the NEN station and schedule the downlink time accordingly.

6. Perform an autonomous traditional MSPA support which is driven by the tracking schedule.

7. Retrieve the recorded telemetry data in the wide band recorder via a secure server and send it to JPL over the Internet for demodulation, decoding, and frame processing with the OMSPA software demodulator.

8. Validate results of the data from the assigned receivers for the traditional MSPA and those data produced by the OMSPA software demodulator/decoder by comparing the transfer frame with those from the mission project.

9. Coordinate with GSFC WFF, JPL, and flight missions for demonstration support.

Future efforts after the demonstration will focus on Phase II to include uplink command and tracking in the next OMSPA demonstration. The final goal is to add MSPA service to NEN stations.

JPL has demonstrated OMSPA successfully. As indicated in their final report, at least 99.95 percent of the transfer frames were successfully recovered from each demonstration recording. It is expected that the MSPA demonstration at GSFC WFF will be successful.

**GROUND BASED PHASED ARRAY**

The NEN is currently investigating partnerships with industry and universities to conduct future demonstrations of GBPA technology. Similar to MSPA technology, GBPA could afford the NEN the ability to support multiple spacecraft simultaneously from a single system. The goal of a future demonstration would be to develop a GBPA that is equivalent to at least a 6-meter antenna and capable of supporting five to six satellites simultaneously. Future demonstrations can begin to investigate a comparison between a GBPA and the traditional multiple aperture approach in the areas of performance, capability, cost, and operations.

NASA NEN supported a Ball Aerospace and United States Air Force demonstration of a geodesic dome phased array antenna (GDPAA) at the NASA GSFC WFF back in 2004. During the demonstration six opportunities were presented to support multiple contacts to various vehicles and the boresite tower. The GDPAA steered four independent beams, two of which were transmitting and two which were receiving. Key features of the GDPAA antenna include:

1. Up to four contacts (8 beams) per antenna
2. Electronic scan
4. Gain-on-demand for rapid anomaly resolution
5. Programmable
6. Low Operations and Maintenance (O&M) cost: no mechanical movement

The GDPAA demonstrations proved the system was capable of supporting multiple targets simultaneously. However, the technology at the time was considered expensive when compared with the cost of multiple traditional antennas. Recent advancements in technology development (e.g., field-programmable gate array (FPGA) beam former, software defined radios, high power workstation for beam former and transmitter/receiver implementation) and lower COTS equipment costs could show GPBAs are more favorable in cost compared to multiple traditional antennas. While
there has been a large gap in time since the last GBPA demo at NASA GSFC WFF, the NEN is investigating opportunities to restart GBPA demonstrations.

**GROUND BASED ELECTRONICALLY STEERED ARRAY**

ATLAS Space Operations, Inc. has designed a mobile, rapidly deployable, GBESA RF antenna system for satellite communications applications, see Figure 5. ATLAS LINKS array technology consists of an array of receivers, each with multiple antennas, that can receive signals from multiple sources across the entire sky without requiring moving parts or phase shift hardware. In a GBESA, phase shifts and gain changes due to spatial effects are compensated for in software. When configured as an array, the ATLAS LINKS system has the ability to process multiple satellite signals simultaneously. The array has overlapping views of the entire sky which are then combined using spatial filters to reconstruct a signal as if the array were electrically pointed at a target. The number of digitally formed beams depends upon the computing power rather than the number of antennas and phase shift hardware. It is the algorithm combination of phase and gain diversity that distinguishes an GBESA from a phased array, where the former has the potential to match the performance of parabolic dish antennas. The lack of moving parts and the ease of assembly gives LINKS antenna array a distinct advantage over large dish antennas. Commercial off-the-shelf components were used for its manufacturing, which makes it highly cost competitive as well.

As shown in Figure 6, each antenna unit consists of log-periodic antennas, software defined radios, and a down converter for processing of higher frequency signals. A four-antenna unit along with a CPU/GPU box with power and USB cables makes up one element. Mechanically, the arrangement is compact, enabling whole sky coverage from a man-portable unit. The design follows the computing-at-the-edge paradigm by combining the signals from all four antennas into a single output stream that is then fed as digital data to the next 4-antenna element. Each element holds its own schedule and can record satellite passes even if the network is down.

![Figure 5 ATLAS Ground Based Electronically Steered Array](image)

**ATLAS Links: System components**

A two-radio system was tested at the NASA Goddard Compatibility Test Lab in early 2018. Signal strength and noise levels were varied to emulate a wide range of satellite/ground ranges and geometries. A PRN BERT signal was generated and split using two Channel Simulators that provide delay and attenuation to match the properties of a satellite signal traveling to two ground antennas. The two outputs of the Channel Simulators, collectively termed “Reference” signals, were independently measured for BER and Eb/N0. The one output of the LINKS array was also assessed, with comparison results shown in Figure 7.
Each of the two Reference signals are plotted with X’s. Their shape adheres well to the theoretical BPSK BER curve (not shown). The LINKS results, displayed as diamonds, shows a different curve as opposed to the observed reference. The LINKS system combines power, as does a phased array, and also reshapes the noise distribution. The spatial filter process inherent to LINKS redistributes the random noise power giving it an asymmetrical, non-Gaussian distribution. Further, the LINKS time alignment algorithm works holistically to both align signals and cancel noise. Redistribution removes energy between the I/Q constellation points, reducing false positive bit assignments, improving BER. Evidence of the reshaping is seen where LINKS achieved a perfect BER with 4dB lower Eb/No (a nominal value of 1 x 10⁻⁸ is chosen for plotting purposes) than any reference signal. LINKS is a GBESA, being unlike a phased array in that it brings not only phase but also gain information to the combining process resulting in improved BER vs Eb/No curve.

ATLAS performed a demonstration at NASA GSFC WFF in April 2018 with a four-element (16 radio) array, where it successfully downlinked satellite passes from four representative satellites (see Figure 8). The sky was sampled with and without satellites during day and night, and work is in progress to calculate a traditional G/T measurement. Predicted G/T values for the tested array are shown in Figure 9.
GROUND-BASED ANTENNA ARRAYING

In GBAA separate antennas capture different parts/frequencies or time domains of the downlinked message. The challenge is how to re-assemble the message using different signal processing schemes. This can be accomplished by a variety of techniques: full spectrum combining (FSC), baseband combining (BC), symbol stream combining (SSC), complex-symbol combining (CSC) or carrier arraying (CA). With FSC, the phase and delay from multiple ground antennas must be controlled and may be filtered before the signals can be combined. CSC uses Open Loop Carrier tracking, and it is by demodulating the subcarriers that the symbol synchronization is achieved before the streams reach the Symbol Combiner. In contrast, SSC requires locked tracking loops, and each datastream is delayed in a controlled manner compared to the other(s) in order to maintain time synchronization. For applications where a subcarrier is used, the harmonics of the subcarrier are used, and the baseband signal is weighted and combined (BC). The signal in this case from each antenna is carrier locked. In Carrier Arraying (CA) a global estimate of the optimal carrier synchronization is calculated by a central location, and this carrier-lock information must be transmitted back to each antenna. Each technique has different requirements on the instrument, signal strength and antennas, and these will determine the optimal choice(s).

As an example, the DSN used FSC to increase the science data return from the Galileo mission. Another test was conducted with the Cassini spacecraft, during which a 6 dB relative gain was measured through combining three 34-m antennas.7,8

NEN High Rate Antenna Arraying

NEN is developing a new arraying system based upon an approach that has been used many times previously: the coherent combination of signals derived from multiple directive antennas. The Deep Space Network (DSN), the Very Large Array (VLA) and Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI) all exploit this classic principle. NEN differs in that it is taking advantage of some significant advances in digital hardware that will allow us to achieve coherent combining at data rates more than an order of magnitude greater than before. The cost of constructing and maintaining an antenna does not vary linearly with aperture size. The cost rises dramatically as antenna size increases. Coherent combining of signals from a number of small antennas can easily outperform a single large aperture antenna not only in radio-frequency performance but also in a substantial reduction of cost. There are other considerations as well. Since this is an improvement achieved solely on the ground, NEN will be able to increase their support for a variety of ongoing missions as well as those currently in planning. These range from CubeSats in relative low-altitude LEO orbit to missions at Cislunar orbits. The ability to provide more science data utilizing existing assets is always highly desirable with immediate benefits to both NEN and SCaN.
The high-speed arraying system under development (Figure 10) can be deployed to any ground site that currently has multiple antennas, thereby instantly increasing capability.

When coherently combining just two signals there is ideally a doubling of power, i.e., a 3dB signal-to-noise improvement. As shown in Figure 11, RF cycle C is received at one station before the other. In order to accomplish the signal combining, the signal from Receiver 1 must be delayed prior to combining the two signals. For a moving spacecraft the delay will vary continuously but monotonically.

A good example is having a spacecraft at Cislunar orbit transmitting Ka signal at 600 Mbps coming down to two 18-m antennas with an EIRP = to a 300 Mbps level, and an IF output from each antenna going into the arraying High-Speed Signal Combiner (HSSC). Result will be ~ 3 dB arraying gain to produce an output of 600 Mbps.
Figure 12 demonstrates the effects of coherent combination of the received signals in pre-detection combining. With a real signal with noise, the distinction between properly aligned and not properly aligned is not simple. The correlation process is carefully planned. Using an approximate known delay between the stations, a correlation peak will be used to find proper alignment.

**High-Speed Signal Combiner Studies and Concept Development**

This arraying system was first studied and modeled using MATLAB/Simulink. As shown on the high-level block diagram (Figure 13), the Matlab/Simulink model is used as a basis for building the prototype processor – with a test source representing the spacecraft and channel impediments.

The model in Figure 13 shows only high-level details. There are other layers of details contained in the FPGA primary cores that define this model: Channels A and B carrier and phase recovery cores, the correlator core, the output formatter core, and clock & timing recovery. Each core serves to generate the VHDL code needed to embed on the Xilinx development board. The spacecraft model already incorporates both carrier and phase instabilities. Similarly, the channel model provides for the relative temporal displacement (both positive and negative) between the spacecraft and pair of antennas as well for the injection of uncorrelated additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).

After the concept in Figure 13 was successfully simulated, hardware development continues that includes a high-performance computer, Xilinx FPGA board, 10-bit analog to digital converters (ADCs), 10-bit digital to analog converters (DACs), high sample rate (5Gsps) connection between the RF frontend ADCs...
and the DACs, and high-speed interface between the ADCs and FPGA board. The external interfaces include the dual IF/RF input and output, external 10 MHz reference, and external timecode connectors. External 10 MHz reference and external timecode are requirements for any instruments intended for installation at an operational ground facility.

Target data rate in this design is 600 Mbps or greater for Cislunar missions and in Gbps for LEO missions. Other considerations in the design include the distance between the antennas to be arrayed and the existing hardware interfaces or upgrades required before arraying. The data rate and RF frequency will be coherent via the transmitter design. The IF will be coherent with the RF via the down converter design. The sampling will be coherent with the data via the receiver design. With a data aided circuit in the FPGA, the samples will be positioned to be within the bits, not on the bit transition. Once the delay offset is known, the samples for each phase unit will be added to achieve the arraying gain.

CONCLUSION

NEN consists of tracking stations distributed around the globe that are strategically located to maximize the coverage provided to a variety of missions using NEN-compatible radios and operating in LEO, GEO, HEO, lunar, L1/L2 orbits and beyond. This paper presented the results of NEN investigations into the cutting-edge ground-based communications service offerings in response to addressing unique current and future SmallSat needs.

NASA NEN has been collaborating with universities, government agencies, and commercial companies to better understand the characteristics and requirements of different mission sets including SmallSat constellations. These mission requirements will be paving the evolution of NEN service offerings that will provide effective and efficient support that can also enable a reduction in network loading and provide cost savings to customers. NEN has been investigating and researching whether new service offerings such as MSPA, GBPA antennas, GBESA, and GBAA, and other emerging capabilities could technically and cost-effectively support and benefit these SmallSat missions. Demonstration of these technologies are being performed and planned. In addition to these research activities, NEN is also investigating streamlining mission planning, integration, and compatibility test options for low budget and compressed schedule SmallSat missions and is evaluating cost-effective NEN-compatible radio options.

In summary, this paper discussed the benefits of MSPA, GBPA antennas, GBESA, and GBAA. Also, potential implementation options for future demonstrations at the NASA NEN WFF were presented.
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